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Just about everyone has tried all of the popular diet and exercise programs, taking a lot of our time,
money and dedication.. Food was gradually KILLING us, and we had been forced to understand ten rules
(like ten commandments) essential for a wholesome lifestyle. Despite all the other "programs" that sell
you certain foods and drinks, or prescribing their apparatus to exercise with, we eat anything we want.
They are more 'common sense' that people lacked.. Unfortunately, as a nation, we just keep getting fatter
and fatter. after that found. Leading us to success in changing our way of life to lose excess weight, look
better, feel better and live longer. We're not a diet 'professionals', but this publication isn't for all of us.
We promise every reader who follows these ten rules will LOSE weight, LOOK better, Feel much better
and LIVE much longer. it signifies humble guidance and encouragement for you.. They're NOT extreme -
actually, we eat anything we wish..
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Good tips for an extended and healthier life While I'm normally skeptical of "one size matches all" weight
reduction formulas, this is simply not a formula but rather a number of straight-forward, good sense
guidelines that can be applied in whole or in part to any healthy way of life regimen. Lays out rules
making use of their own examples that makes it clear to see pitfalls and apply guidelines to your lifestyle.
The writing design is clear and extremely readable. Whether you're simply realizing you need to change
your habits, if you're struggling to stop the yo-yo'ing of short-term or incomplete programs, or if you just
need a small encouragement and reinforcement of changes in lifestyle you've already adopted, this guide
provides insights and assistance that will help begin, continue, or maintain a healthier, happier, and more
rewarding lifestyle and will assist you to live that way of living for much longer. This book provides the
roadmap to own you again!. Both Kim and Timm are healthy, fit and incredibly energetic people. I
outlined this book is authentic because my wife and I had been fortunate to meet up Timm and his lovely
wife Kim and, considering them, it was easy to understand the results of following a ten rules. Timm, the
author, provides you a straightforward to read lifestyle outline that, if you follow it, you will eventually
lose fat, feel better, have more self-confidence and live a healthy life..A worthy go through and probably
merits reading once again.Lastly, in my own journey to locate a healthy lifestyle, I incorporated most of
these rules into my daily life and was able to lose seventy pounds and keep it all off! It works and can be
an uncomplicated lifestyle switch that will help you reach your goals. Buy this book and stick to these ten
simple rules and very own your daily life again. It works. Rules have become practical Rules have become
practical and publication is easy to read in one or two sittings. The key being that it's a permanent healthy
life style application and not a temporary quick-fix that will not lead to any lasting benefit. We have
already been sticking with many of the principles for days gone by six months for weight loss and
healthier lifestyle which reinforces what we've been doing. easy to read Simple, readable, easy to follow.
An excellent guide to a healthy life! Concise, straightforward rules for slimming down and even more ..
This is an authentic, readable and well written book that outlines ten rules that are much more when
compared to a diet. Concise, straightforward rules for losing weight and much more importantly if these
guidelines are followed the weight will remain off! Tape them to your refrigerator. Very informative No
one likes dieting and this publication doesn't say you possess too to lose weight. Watching portions may
be the most important thing and exercising. A practical approach to a common problem in a readable ..
As a result, I endorse purchasing this publication and following the ten rules that Timm outlines. Great
reserve.John Awesome I will start following tips. This quick, easy to read, concise guide is useful to
anyone, no matter what stage you are in your method of weight reduction. You will reach your weight
reduction goals but, moreover it is possible to change your life style and keep the weight off for a life
time. The author details an individual journey of weight loss and maintaining success Straight Talk The 10
Fat Guidelines aren't an epiphany, but a succinct recap of what matters in managing a healthy body. A
practical approach to a universal problem in a readable format. I'd advised others to read this book.
Discipline is the key word
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